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Welcome
Greetings Junior Counselors,
The farm is a magical place, and every year it comes alive with the spirit of campers,
visitors, and dedicated volunteers like you. Whether this is your first time as a Junior
Counselor, or you are returning after many years, thank you for joining us! Junior
Counselors play a vital role supporting campers and cultivating the unique culture
that is the heart of Farm Camp. We are excited to have you on our team.
Farm Camp centers around fun and discovery. We anticipate that you’ll have a blast
exploring the farm, getting to know other Junior Counselors and staff, and making
meaningful connections with campers. We also expect that you’ll feel challenged
at times — maybe you’ll be frustrated by an obstinate camper or feel awkward
leading a name game. Pay attention to these moments. You’re probably learning
something, and it’s an opportunity to grow. This summer, you’ll gain confidence in
your leadership skills and learn what it takes to nurture the development of our
young campers.
In the meantime, please review this Junior Counselor Handbook. The following pages
will help you prepare to be a stellar Junior Counselor so you can hit the ground
running when you arrive. After reviewing the handbook, please fill out the Junior
Counselor Agreement (on the final page) with your parent(s)/guardian(s) and return
it to us on or before Friday, June 14, 2019.
We’re excited to see you this summer! Please be in touch if you have any questions
before then.
With gratitude for your many contributions to Farm Camp,

Maranda Chung
Education Programs Manager & Camp Director
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Meet Our Camp Leaders
Maranda Chung

Education Programs Manager & Camp Director
Maranda grew up nearby, in Brunswick, and earned her Environmental Studies
degree from Skidmore College in upstate New York. While at Skidmore, she
conducted research to analyze local food systems, got her hands dirty in the
school garden, and studied abroad in Tanzania, India, New Zealand, and Mexico.
After graduating in 2011, Maranda led a variety of experiential education programs
on the west coast, including redwood hikes, marine science excursions, cooking
classes, and youth development programs. She is passionate about teaching and
leading programs that foster curiosity and connection to the natural world. She happily returned to her home
state in 2018 to join the staff at Wolfe’s Neck Center, and she is looking forward to hosting your camper(s) for
another summer of fun and farm-based discovery!

Katie Williams

Assistant Camp Director
Born and raised in coastal Maine, Katie attended Saint Anselm College in
Manchester, New Hampshire. She spent her four years working with refugee
children and families and earning a degree in International Relations. After
graduating, Katie spent a year and a half in Haiti working with students, teachers,
agronomists, and entrepreneurs. While there, she saw firsthand the importance of
education, food, nutrition, and farming.
Returning stateside with an interest in food justice and teaching, Katie spent the last three years as the
Director of Education and Camps at a working, teaching dairy farm in New York. Looking to expand her
experience with farm-based education, Katie is so excited to be joining the Wolfe’s Neck summer team!

Emily Lane

Leadership Coordinator
Emily attended the University of New Hampshire and earned a double major in
Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems, as well as EcoGastronomy. During her
time as a student she served as a food pantry volunteer for students and local
community members, worked in the UNH organic high tunnels, taught students
in Italy about agriculture, and created the first farmer’s market at UNH. Emily’s
love of farming started in 2014 when she worked on community gardens in lowincome neighborhoods across the United States. She is passionate about bridging the gap between local
food systems and community. She is beyond excited to spend her first season at Wolfe’s Neck working with
the JCs and the rest of the staff on the farm!
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A Bit About Us
Wolfe’s Neck Center for Agriculture & the Environment is on a mission to
transform our relationship with farming and food for a healthier planet.

Situated on over 600 acres of
preserved coastal landscape in
Freeport, Maine, Wolfe’s Neck Center
uses its setting to connect people
of all ages to the food they eat and
where it comes from. Encompassing
an organic dairy farm, demonstration
garden, oceanfront campground,
wooded trails, and historic buildings, our vibrant campus serves as a unique hub
for education and exploration.

Farm Camp
Farm Camp connects youth to agriculture
and outdoor environments. Campers explore
our barns, garden, forest, and more while
learning about sustainable agriculture and
ecology. Weekly highlights include farm
chores, explorations, choice activities, Snack
Time Theater, and songs. We offer 10 weeks
of Farm Camp: Monday – Friday, June 17th –
August 23rd.

Being a Junior Counselor
Junior counselors (JCs) are a vital part of
our Farm Camp team, and they’re rock stars
around camp. They’re passionate, mature, and
responsible young adults (at least 15 years
of age) looking to gain leadership experience
while learning about sustainable agriculture
and local ecology. JCs spend their days
outside assisting with camp activities and
encouraging the curiosity of campers.

Each day your JC cohort will meet with our
Leadership Coordinator to reflect on the
scenarios you’ve encountered throughout
the week, emphasizing ways to continue
developing your skills. All Junior Counselors
must commit to at least one weeklong
session of Farm Camp, which runs from June
17 – August 23. To facilitate group cohesion
and maximize personal growth, we encourage
JCs to sign up for at least two weeklong
sessions.

Service/Volunteer Hours
Please let us know if you are earning service
or volunteer hours. We are happy to help sign
paperwork or provide approval of your hours.
If needed, please submit service/volunteer
paperwork to our Education Programs Manager
within 1 year of completing your service.
Contacting our Education Programs Manager:
Please email mchung@wolfesneck.org.
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Junior Counselor Responsibilities
Each week, you will work closely with a collaborating Farm Camp Counselor who will be your immediate
supervisor. Expectations and task management will be managed by this Counselor, as well as the Leadership
Coordinator and the Assistant Camp Director. In addition, please note that our Education Programs Manager
& Camp Director supervises all of our summertime staff and volunteers.

Logistical Expectations
•

Sign in and sign out every day! (This is for
everyone’s safety)

•

Stay with your assigned group unless asked to
do otherwise. If you have to leave the group,
your Farm Camp Counselor must okay it.

•

Wear proper attire at all times, including
closed-toe shoes. (See “What to Wear” sidebar
for more information).

•

Prior written permission from your parent(s)/
guardian(s) is required to leave during camp
hours.

Being a Role Model

What does it mean to be a role model at Farm
Camp? Well, we expect JCs to be a part of making
positive, memorable, and safe experiences for
campers while also supporting our mission. Camp
conduct and rules that apply to campers also apply
to you—always.
This includes expectations that you will:
• Maintain the physical and emotional safety of
campers, staff, and volunteers. Safety is our
highest priority. Reinforce all camp rules and use
your best judgment in all situations. Be aware
of your surroundings and stay alert to potential
hazards. If you see a potential hazard, report it
to your Farm Camp Counselor, the Leadership
Coordinator, and/or the Assistant Camp Director.
• Be patient, kind, and compassionate. Demonstrate
fairness, and never play favorites. Give extra
support to campers who seem to struggle
— keeping up, understanding a game’s rules,

What to Wear
You will receive two Farm Camp Junior Counselor
t-shirts, which you are expected to wear every
day you serve as a JC. Otherwise, please wear
comfortable, appropriate clothing that you don’t
mind getting dirty. Keep in mind that this is a
working farm and you’re working with children.
For your safety: Closed-toe shoes are required
at all times.
Do not wear: Clothing with branding or
reference to alcohol, drugs, sex, or other
matters that would be deemed inappropriate for
working with young children. In addition, do not
wear revealing or impractical clothing, such as
spaghetti strap shirts, low cut shirts, belly shirts,
or short shorts.

What to Bring
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warm layer (layers are always helpful, since
the weather can change quickly)
Rain jacket & boots (if there’s any chance of
rain in the forecast)
A hearty lunch (and plenty of snacks)
Water bottle
Sunscreen (we apply multiple times
throughout the day!)
Insect repellant (we also recommend daily
tick checks)
Brimmed hat (for sun protection)
Any medications you will be taking while at
Farm Camp (please ensure these have been
documented through your Junior Counselor
application)
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What to Expect
Being a Role Model continued
making friends, etc. Reach out to connect with
campers who seem less engaged.
• Respectfully communicate at all times. As a role
model, you have an enormous impact on the
campers you work with. Remember that younger
campers often relate to words and actions
differently than you do. Keep all language and
humor appropriate (e.g. language such as, “butt”,
“crap”, and “shut up” are not appropriate).
• Be professional and socialize appropriately with
other JCs. Leadership is built on integrity and
maturity. We expect you to stay focused on
supporting campers by maturely handling
yourself and your relationships while at camp.
While your JC cohort will get to know each other
and create lasting memories, you must be able
to distinguish between personal/social time and
professional time.
• Cultivate a sense of wonder and fun! Role model
enthusiasm and excitement for all Farm Camp
activities. Your enthusiasm will be contagious
with the campers.

Things You Won’t Do

Do not touch people or livestock in anger. Never
try to physically move a child or animal against
their will.
Do not pick up children and do not allow lap
sitting.
Do not photograph or record campers.
No cell phone or other devices should be used
during volunteer hours. This includes text
messaging (except in an emergency).
If any of these scenarios happen, you risk removal
from our JC program.

• Take initiative. Help out and rise to the occasion.
• Support your Farm Camp Counselor’s efforts and
decisions. In addition to instructing activities,
our Farm Camp Counselors handle all behavior
modification and discipline. Demonstrate that
you are part of a unified team by reinforcing
their rules and echoing their expectations with
campers.
If you fail to meet these expectations or others
communicated to you by your Farm Camp Counselor,
the Leadership Coordinator, the Assistant Camp
Director, and/or the Education Programs Manager,
you must address the unmet expectation(s) with the
Education Programs Manager in order to continue with
the program.

How We Handle JC Conduct Issues
If the issue is deemed minor, a behavior plan
(including expectations for appropriate conduct)
will be developed. Depending on the nature of
the behavior and/or if the behavior continues, the
Education Programs Manager will communicate
with the JC’s parent(s)/guardian(s). Continuation of
problematic and/or disruptive behavior is grounds
for dismissal from the program.
And, if it’s more severe...
If the offending behavior is severe, a JC may be
immediately removed from the program. The
Education Programs Manager will contact the
JC’s parent(s)/guardian(s) for immediate pickup.
Examples include (but are not limited to):
• Use of alcohol, drugs, tobacco, or electronic
cigarettes anywhere on the farm.
• Sexual activity anywhere on the farm.
• Physical violence of any kind on Wolfe’s Neck
property, including toward any people, animals,
or property.
• Harassment, sexual or otherwise.
• Repeated behavioral issues.
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Nuts & Bolts of Being a JC
Junior Counselor Training
All JCs are encouraged to attend our intensive (and
fun) JC training. Date and time TBD. More details will
be sent via email. In addition to this training session,
all JCs will receive an orientation and training
throughout the week(s) that they have signed up to
serve.

Arriving on Time
You are an important part of the day-to-day
operations of Farm Camp. Arriving on time is
essential. Please remember to sign in every day.
Monday Orientation 8:30 a.m.
JCs play an essential role during registration on
Mondays, so things get started a little earlier.
Tuesday – Friday 8:45 a.m.

Departure From Camp
Monday – Friday Camp ends at 4pm, however,
JC’s will stay to check-in with the Leadership
Coordinator until 4:30pm. During this time, JCs will
reflect on their day, debrief their experiences, and
build community with one another. If you stay after
4:30pm, you will be expected to support After Care
Activities until you are picked up. Please remember
to sign-out every day.

supervision of campers. Given this, we require
advance notice. Preferably, we would like to
know before the start of the summer. If something
unexpected arises (e.g. you get sick) and you must
be absent, please contact the Education Programs
Manager at (207) 865-4469 ext. 104 as soon as
possible.
Please note: Multiple unexpected absences may
disqualify you from continuing to participate in the
program.

Absences & Early Departures
Before you register to be a Junior Counselor, talk with
your family about the weeks you have committed
to serve. Make sure your family is aware of any
logistics that need to be worked out (like getting
dropped off and picked up, sports practices, medical
appointments, etc.).
If you need to leave camp early or will be absent,
we must find a replacement to ensure proper
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Nitty Gritty Details
Now that you have a sense of the big picture, let’s delve into some specifics.
• First, we’ll cover tasks and expectations that apply to every single day at Farm Camp.
• Next is a review of Monday Morning Registration.
• Finally, there’s an introduction to the primary ways you support your Farm Camp
Counselor and your group.
While this section provides a general sense of the flow of camp and some JC-specific tasks
and expectations, there may be deviations in scheduling and you may be assigned to a
variety of tasks as needed. JCs are expected to be reliable, flexible, and excited to help.
If you’re new to Farm Camp, some of this might not make much sense yet. No worries. Glean
what you can now, and use this handbook as a point of reference throughout your time as a JC.

A Day In the Life of a Junior Counselor
Below is a progression through the typical activities
that happen every day at Farm Camp. There’s a brief
description of each along with suggestions for being
a Rock Star JC.
8:40 Check In With Your Farm Camp Counselor
Quickly touch base. This may include a review of the
upcoming day, any special activities or expectations,
discussions of any camper or group dynamic
concerns, etc. Get settled and get on the same page.
8:45 Camper Arrival
Greet campers by name and with enthusiasm. Engage
with them and help keep them at your table while
your Farm Camp Counselor gets everyone signed in.

Help campers get their essentials for the morning,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunscreen
Bug spray
Water bottle (full of water)
Sun hat
Boots (if needed)
Any special clothing for the weather

Note: Encourage campers to apply their sun block and
bug spray on their own. DO NOT apply it for them. It is
considered a medication, which you are not certified to
administer.
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Nitty Gritty Details

A Day In the Life of a Junior Counselor continued
9:00 Morning Circle
Everyone at camp gathers to greet each other, sing
silly songs, and make any announcements for the
day. Bring OVER-THE-TOP excitement to Morning
Circle! Not an over-the-top kind of JC? You can still
offer support by being engaged and modeling active
listening.

9:15 Chores
Each group takes care of a different part of our farm
(garden, chickens, goats, sheep, barns). Model the
expectations your Farm Camp Counselor outlines for
chores.
Reinforce all safety guidelines. Be vigilant about
expectations for interacting with livestock (campers
can get excited and forget within seconds of being
told).
Help all campers actively engage with chores. This
includes redirecting any wandering campers and
reminding them to stay with their group at all times
when in the barn.
10:00 Snack Time Theater
Snack Time Theater is when our staff showcases their
improv skills and general silliness on stage. While we
don’t expect you to perform, you are welcome to join
in the fun!

show. Stay at or around your table at all times. Be
enthusiastic and supportive of your colleagues
on stage. Monitor your group and remind them of
expectations.
After Snack Time theater has ended, help your group
transition:
• Cleaning up the table and surrounding area
• Getting any special clothes they might need
before lunch (based on weather)
• Sunscreen and bug spray
• Filling water bottles
• Correctly sorting waste into the recycling,
compost, and landfill containers
10:30 Morning Activity
You are an important part of making activities
successful—this is your time to shine! You see,
campers often look up to and admire their JCs. Use
your cool cred to model active listening, enthusiasm,
and kindness. Activities vary day to day, but may
include games, hiking, arts & crafts, or cooking. Farm
Camp Counselors and Educators will take the lead
on planning activities and instructing campers. That
said, they may ask for your assistance with gathering
materials, setting up supplies, and managing the
activity once they’ve started. As always, model and
reinforce expectations for the activity.

Before snack, make sure campers wash their hands.
Help campers get their snacks and settle into the
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Nitty Gritty Details
A Day In the Life of a Junior Counselor continued
12:00 Lunch
Well, it’s just that – lunch! Everyone gathers under
the tent to eat. Farm Camp Counselors will take a
quick break to prepare for the rest of the day, and our
Administrative & Leadership staff will join you under
the tent to help supervise campers during lunch.
There will be times when you will be the only leader
at your table.
Make sure everyone washes their hands. Help
your campers get their lunch and settle in. Sit and
converse with your group. It can be a good time to
bust out quiet games or riddles to help keep them
all engaged. Stay at or around your table at all times.
Monitor your group and remind them of expectations.
• Once lunch has ended, help your group transition:
• Cleaning up the table and surrounding area
• Getting any special clothing they might need in
the afternoon (based on weather and Exploration
plans)
• Sunscreen and bug spray
• Filling water bottles
• Correctly sorting waste into the recycling,
compost, and landfill containers

3:30 Helping Hands
After an exciting (and sometimes messy) day,
campers will help clean-up our campus. Each
camper group takes responsibility for a quick chore
(emptying the trash, recycling, sweeping, etc.).
Encourage your group to leave each place better
than they found it. Model the expectations your
Farm Camp Counselor outlines for chores. Reinforce
all safety guidelines. After your chore, help campers
gather all their belongings and prepare for…
3:45 Closing Circle
Everyone in camp gathers again to sing silly songs
and celebrate the day. Help make this an energetic
and fun send off for campers! Sing along with your
campers, join in silly movements, and have fun. As
always, model listening and participation. Then,
prepare campers to get picked up. Ensure that they
have gathered all their belongings and get back to
the tent for sign out. All campers must be signed
out by a parent, guardian, or other authorized adult,
every day. Help campers who are staying for After
Care get their stuff and find the After Care staff.

4:00 JC Debrief
Camp wraps up every day at 4pm, however, JCs will
12:30 Siesta
stay to check-in with the Leadership Coordinator
Enjoy a relaxing, camp-wide siesta! Everyone gets to
until 4:30pm. During this time, JCs will reflect
chill a bit. Activities may include journaling, coloring, on their day, debrief their experiences, and build
playing quiet games, or a nature meditation.
community with one another. If you stay after
4:30pm, you will be expected to support After Care
1:00 Exploration
activities until you are picked up. Please remember to
Groups explore Wolfe’s Neck Center’s outer reaches.
You may check out the saltmarsh, hike forest trails, or sign-out everyday.
explore tidepools!
Continue to reinforce all safety guidelines, help
keep the group together, and cultivate curiosity and
enthusiasm.
2:00 Afternoon Activity
Pretty much the same as Morning Activity (see
above).
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Nitty Gritty Details
Monday Morning Registration
Monday morning is a premier time to make a
difference and good impression! Every Monday (for
all ten weeks of camp) JCs play a crucial role during
registration: escorting campers to meet their Farm
Camp Counselors. What’s so important about a
100ft walk to a picnic table, you ask? Great question!
You are their introduction to Farm Camp! That’s a
REALLY BIG DEAL! You make their first impression
and set the tone for the whole week! Here’s how we
expect JCs to make a good impression and help make
campers and their families comfortable and excited
about Farm Camp.
The Registration Table
Campers arrive and walk with their families to
the registration table. You will be standing at the
registration table beside the staff managing it. The
education staff will ask the camper(s) name(s) and
let them know what group(s) they’re in. Having
heard their name and group, you’ll offer to escort
them to their Farm Camp Counselor. Step forward.
Introduce yourself. Always greet the camper first,
then their family. (This lets the camper know
that you’re interested in them and who they are.
Parents will also respect your interest and concern
for their child). Ask their name again and if they
have a nickname they go by. Remember it (you will
introduce them to their Farm Camp Counselor).

• Have you ever seen a cow up close before?
• What are you excited about this week?
• What’s your favorite summertime activity?
Be an active listener. You know the campers’
names—use them in conversation (this shows you
paid attention and will help you remember).
But what if the camper is shy, and they don’t want to
answer any questions? That’s okay! You’re meeting
the camper at their comfort level. Even if they just
give you their name, that’s okay! It’s enough for you
to introduce them to their Farm Camp Counselor.
Their family might jump in to help give you a sense
of what they heard from the camper(s). No matter
what, always respond (verbally and with body
language) with warmth and a lack of judgment. Do
not allow awkward to thwart you! Enthusiastically
tell them a bit about their Farm Camp Counselor and/
or somethings they might do this week.

Walking & Talking
You may be asking, what now? This is it! Your
opportunity to impress and help campers feel more
comfortable. Engage the camper in conversation.
A good technique is to ask short, open-ended
questions. Use context clues (like a Farm Camp tshirt from a prior year) to help formulate questions.
Here are some examples:
• Have you ever been to Farm Camp before?
• What’s your favorite farm animal?
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Nitty Gritty Details
Introduction to the Farm Camp Counselor
Once you have arrived at the table, introduce
the camper(s) to their Farm Camp Counselor and
reference something you learned in your Walk &
Talk. It could be something like, “Hi, [insert educator
name], this is Johnny. This is Johnny’s first week at
camp. He is really excited to see the goats.” This goes
a long way in helping everyone start off a great week
at Farm Camp!
Repeat
Okay, you nailed it! You successfully walked your
camper to their table. They are beaming from ear to
ear, and pumped about their week. What now? How
else can I help? Great question! Head right back to
the registration table and do it again!
Things You Will NOT Do
You may be thinking, “That’s simple. Why would they
walk us through this so specifically?” Well, as you’ve
read, it is important and should be taken seriously.
Here are things that tend to not work so well on
Monday mornings (and, subsequently, can negatively
impact the entire week) and we expect you will not
do them:
• Chatting with other JCs while standing behind
the registration table, so you’re not ready when
campers arrive and/or are not paying attention to
their names and their groups.
• Not stepping up to take a camper to their group.
• Not greeting your camper or their family.
• Not smiling or exuding warmth and enthusiasm.
• Not chatting with the campers and their families
or just motioning for them to follow you.

Monday Morning Registration Recap
• Stand at the registration table ready to
go and listen for campers’ names and their
Farm Camp Counselor group.
• Greet every camper with a smile, and
introduce yourself to them and their
families.
• While escorting them to their group, ask
campers open-ended questions to get to
know something about them (and help
them feel comfortable).
• Introduce each camper to their Farm Camp
Counselor. Share one thing you learned
about them (even if it’s only their name and
where they’re from).
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Nitty Gritty Details
Your On-Going Support Roles
Here at the farm we all help out in a variety of ways,
and this requires flexibility. You will play a number of
support roles at Farm Camp! In general, follow the
lead of your Farm Camp Counselor, including when
it comes to supporting individual campers and the
entire group.
Biological Needs Coordinator
We all have needs that must be taken care of in order
to function effectively: eating, staying hydrated,
going to the bathroom, staying warm, etc. When
these needs are met, we can do more interesting
things like explore, learn, and play. Helping campers
take care of these needs is a primary part of being a
JC, and is a HUGE help to Farm Camp Counselors.

• Is it possible to take care of any other needs at
the same time? For example, if you’re taking
a group to the bathroom, are there also water
bottles that need to be filled?
• Always, always, always work in tandem
with your Farm Camp Counselor! Clearly
communicate all relevant information (such as
who is going with you, where you’re going, how
you plan to get there, etc). Your Farm Camp
Counselor may have special instructions for
you before leaving. Also let them know if any
problems arise.

Calmer in the Storm
We are outside most of the time, so we always
have to be aware of weather. Sometimes, weather
changes unexpectedly and we have to adjust
quickly to ensure everyone’s safety. These changes
As part of this role, you’ll be in charge of escorting
can throw off some campers. Some campers are
campers to the bathroom, filling up water bottles,
frightened of certain weather, like thunderstorms.
helping campers get gear they’ll need for the day,
You are an important part of helping to manage these
and a whole host of other tasks. There may be times
scenarios. You’ll do this by:
when this role doesn’t feel glorious, but please keep
• Staying calm, confident, and reassuring.
in mind that it’s essential. Keeping campers healthy
• Staying attentive and responsive to your
and safe creates happier campers (who are a lot more
Summer Educator and your group. Be aware
fun to work with)!
of camper numbers, camper locations, and the
situation. Follow directions given by your Farm
Keep in mind when coordinating biological needs:
Camp Counselor, Assistant Camp Director,
• NEVER be alone with a camper. If a camper asks
Education Programs Manager, or any other
to take them to the bathroom, take more than
Wolfe’s Neck staff.
one camper. This is as simple as asking, “Does
• Communicating with your Farm Camp
anyone else need to go the bathroom?” If no one
Counselor! Let us know if you’re feeling anxious
else jumps in, your Farm Camp Counselor will
or nervous, so we can support you.
select a “volunteer” to go along.
• Do NOT feed into or amp up any campers’ fears.
• Make sure you have a clear sense of who you are
Do not talk about the weather in a frightening
taking with you! Take a quick headcount, and
way, scream or yell, or say anything like, “It’s
keep campers together from the moment you
coming for us!” or, “Run for cover!”).
leave the group until you return. Do not send
any campers ahead or leave any behind.
• Clearly communicate your expectations with
campers before leaving the group.
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Nitty Gritty Details
Your On-Going Support Roles continued
Group Hustler
Sometimes at camp we have to do the hustle!
Unfortunately, we don’t mean showcasing your
awesome dance moves, but rather hustling your
group along (or is there a way to do both)? Helping
move campers from activity to activity is key!

A Farm Camp Counselor may ask you to take the
group to wash their hands before starting an activity
or may say, “These six campers are done washing
their hands. Can you take them back to the table?”
Some might think that moving campers from point
A to point B is simple—it’s not! Good thing we
know some tricks to help. Schools are famous for
employing lines to move groups. Lines are fine, but at
Farm Camp we have some other methods. Here are
few tips to get you thinking:
Ways to Line Up
Numbered Campers The 1st day of camp, circle
up. Count off the campers. Tell them to remember
their number. Have them line up according to their
number. Practice and reinforce this frequently on the
first day. Having campers “count off” can be a quick
and easy way to make sure everyone is present.
Line Up Alphabetically Try lining up by first name
in alphabetical order. Practice this in the beginning
of the week and you will find lineup time will be a
breeze.
Birthday Line Have campers line up in birthday order.
Switch up who’s in front or the starting date (e.g. line
up in order of whose birthday is coming next).
Making the Journey More Fun
Do-As-I-Do Line Campers mimic the actions of the
leader of the line. Pick simple movements, like
jumping, ducking, hands-up, etc. As your group gets
better at it and if you don’t need to move quickly, you
can get more complicated and silly.

Freeze Game Campers line up. The leader moves at
the front of the group. Campers are trying to follow
the leader and get to the front of the line. They can
only move in the way the leader moves AND they
must move together in a line. When the leader says
“freeze,” anyone who is not copying the leader’s
movement or is out of line, goes to the back of the
line.
Move Like Ninjas Campers love to pretend to be
ninjas (don’t we all!). Explain that ninjas are quiet,
disciplined, and very hard to detect. As campers
walk, try to be super stealthy (you can even pretend
no one can see you).
Star Wars Line You have a light saber. Campers line
up in front of you. You’ll have to walk backwards,
so make sure you’re in a flat, open area. As you’re
walking, make light saber movements and yell out
what it is. For example, when you do “high beam”
you’ll wave your arms across at shoulder level and
yell “high beam!” They’ll have to duck to avoid the
high beam. When you do “middle beam” you’ll come
from straight overhead and along your vertical
midline, and they’ll have to jump to one side. For
“low beam” you squat a little and swipe across your
body at your knees and they have all to jump. And so
on…
Opposite Line When you say “walk fast,” they walk
slow. When you say “walk slow,” they walk fast.
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2019 Junior Counselor Agreement
Must be initialed, signed, and submitted by the prospective Junior Counselor and at least
one parent/guardian on or before Friday June 14, 2019 in order to participate.

JC Name:

Dietary Restrictions:

Instructions
1. Sit down with your family and review the Junior Counselor Handbook. Ensure you all clearly understand
the expectations for participating in this program.
• Discuss the logistics of getting dropped off and picked up.
• Check your calendars to make sure there are no conflicts during the weeks you agree to be a JC.
2. Initial on the appropriate lines below indicating you have read and agree to the expectations explained
in the Junior Counselor Handbook.
3. Return this Junior Counselor Agreement (initialed and signed) to us on or before Friday, June 14 by email,
fax, or mail. If you’re going to mail it, please detach this Junior Counselor Agreement from the rest of the
handbook (so you still have the handbook for reference).

Junior
Parent(s)/
Counselor Guardian(s)

I have read this handbook and agree to the expectations and policies
within.
As a JC, I will do my best to be a good role model, actively engage in
learning about (and caring for) campers, livestock, and the property. I
will actively seek feedback and learn from my service as a JC.
As a parent/guardian, I will support my JC’s leadership development,
and I will help my child fulfill her/his responsibilities at camp, including
drop off and pick up times, reporting absences, etc.
I will communicate with my/my JC’s collaborating Farm Camp
Counselor, the Leadership Coordinator, the Assistant Camp Director,
and/or the Education Programs Manager if I have questions, concerns,
or ideas.

Contact Us
Phone: (207) 865-4469 ext. 104
Email: mchung@wolfesneck.org

Fax: (207) 865-4884
Mail: Wolfe’s Neck Center, Attn: Maranda Chung
184 Burnett Road, Freeport, ME 04032
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